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Company Profile
Libra Systems is a versatile cold rollforming company
manufacturing high quality steel sections, predominantly
for the ceiling and drywall market sector. Founded in
1967 the company has gained widespread expertise and
product knowledge through developing close ties with its
customers and steel suppliers.
We also a leading manufacture aluminium partition systems
with ranges to suit most requirements.
With our considerable marketing and production
experience, we are able to offer first class products and
services.
Our factory, based in Telford, Shropshire, has a highly
motivated and skilled workforce operating twelve
production lines, and producing a wide variety of steel
sections for ceilings, dry lining, partitioning and general
applications.
Our products are marketed under the Libra and Rigidlock
brands, which comply with all the relevant industrial
standards, and through our Marketing and Technical
Department, we offer bespoke sections manufactured to
customers own specifications and brand labels.
From our central location in Telford, we are able to give
a fast and efficient delivery and collection service with
quick and easy access to major roads and the M54, M6
and M5 motorways.
Through our established Export Department and
Agency network, we have been supplying our products
worldwide for many years, and continue to grow this
area of our business.
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Our Mission
The Mission of Libra Systems is to remain a leading
independent U.K manufacturer and supplier of ceiling and
dry lining metal systems.
We do not under estimate the importance of the role of
our knowledgeable workforce in our aim, and afford them
the deserved priority in training and environmental health
& safety issues to ensure high morale, which translates
ultimately into the production of a first class product.
To meet our goal we trade on our invaluable experience
over many years to consolidate our core strengths of
INNOVATION, QUALITY, CUSTOMER SERVICE, to ensure
our customers, both home and abroad, enhance their
profile with the use of our products.
INNOVATION: Product development investment is ongoing, seeking cost effective improvement and invention.
QUALITY: This is of paramount importance and is never
compromised.
CUSTOMER SERVICE: Close liaison is always practised
to achieve optimum efficiency and timescales in every area.
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Why Libra Systems
Libra Systems have been manufacturing cold rolled sections for the interiors sector of the building trade for well over
40 years. As well as manufacturing a variety of ceiling grids, wall liners, resilient bars, metal furrings and stud and track,
we also manufacture and distribute a range of demountable aluminium partitioning systems. With a convenient central
location in Telford, Shropshire, we have built a strong reputation based on solid customer service, quality products and
competitive prices.

Choosing the Right System
Ever since we started manufacturing metal framed systems for residential projects, we’ve been investing in an extensive
systems testing program. This has resulted in a comprehensive library of test data to assist specifiers or designers when
developing reliable building specifications.
Created specifically for the residential sector, this brochure enables users to select partitions and linings based on typical
performance requirements, offering assurances that the relevant building regulations can be achieved. To keep things simple,
the systems offered have been selected as the most popular and cost effective solutions to satisfy typical project requirements,
although many other systems are available; should you require further details on the other systems available please contact
technical@librasystemsuk.com.

Symbols
The following symbols are used throughout
this brochure:
Fire
Performances are generally stated as single value for
both integrity and insulation, such as 30, 60, 90 or
120 minutes. Where a double value is shown such as
120 / 90, this would indicate 120 minutes integrity
and 90 minutes insulation.
Acoustics
Performances are generally stated as a laboratory
score (Rw dB), where applicable the Ctr factor will be
shown in brackets i.e. Rw (Rw+Ctr) = 69 (61) dB.
Stability
Duty ratings are stated as Medium, Heavy or Severe.
Maximum heights are stated in millimetres. It may
be possible to increase maximum heights by closing
stud centres or boxing studs etc. Please contact
technical@librasystemsuk.com for further guidance.
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Guidance to Building Regulations and Other
Key Considerations
Fire
Approved Document B (ADB) or Technical Handbook 2 in Scotland (TH2), require a minimum fire resistance between
dwellings of 60 minutes, this can increase to 90 or 120 minutes depending on the height of the building as well as
other factors, such as fire fighting corridors. However, guidance should be sought from either ADB or TH2, and the
relevant building control authority before starting construction. Internal partitions are usually required to achieve
30 minutes fire resistance, however, this requirement can be affected by active fire protection systems as well as
other building considerations. Approval must be sought by Consultant Engineers, plus the relevant building control
authority, before proceeding. When installing drylining systems you should ensure that they are, as a minimum, fire
taped in order to achieve their full fire performance. This includes areas above MF ceilings etc.
Please see Fire safety: Approved Document B or Building Standards technical handbook 2016: domestic for further
guidance.

Acoustics
England and Wales
Approved Document E (ADE) requires that residential separating partitions are able to achieve an on-site acoustic
performance shown as DnT,w + Ctr dB. This can either be proven by on-site testing, or alternatively building to Robust
Details. Please note that when calculating the expected on-site performances of separating walls you will need to
factor in the Ctr correction, plus an allowance for on-site flanking sound (usually between 4 and 9 dB). We would
recommend that you seek the advice of an Acoustician regarding the expected flanking allowance for your project.
Internal partitions are required to have been proven by test in a laboratory (Rw) and are therefore not subject to onsite testing. Please see Resistance to sound: Approved Document E for further guidance.
Table 1 - England & Wales
New build separating wall (to meet ADE)

DnT,w + Ctr 45 dB

Conversion separating wall (to meet ADE)

DnT,w + Ctr 43 dB

England & Wales internal partitions (within dwellings)

Rw 40 dB

Scotland
Technical Handbook Section 5 (TH5) requires that residential separating partitions are able to achieve an on-site
acoustic performance shown as DnT,w dB. This must be proven by on-site testing. Please note that when calculating
the expected on-site performances of separating walls you will need to factor in an allowance for on-site flanking
sound (usually between 4 and 9 dB). We would recommend that you seek the advice of an Acoustician regarding
the expected flanking allowance for your project. Please see Building Standards technical handbook 2016: domestic
for further guidance.
Table 2 - Scotland
New build separating wall (to meet TH5)

DnT,w 56 dB

Conversion separating wall (to meet TH5)

DnT,w 53 dB

Scotland internal partitions (within dwellings)

no requirement
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Guidance to Building Regulations and Other
Key Considerations
Thermal
Approved Document L (ADL) or Technical Handbook Section 6 in Scotland (TH6) are concerned with minimum
energy requirements for both the building fabric and CO2 emissions. Although thermal performances through
a single element (wall, roof etc) are measured using U-Values, compliance can only be demonstrated through
Standard Assessment Procedure calculations (SAP). Where restricted air flow to help control thermal transfer is
required to separating walls, the cavity can be fully filled with soft fibre insulation in order to achieve a 0.0 (W/m2K)
U-Value, which will contribute towards the building’s overall SAP calculation. When calculating the thickness of full
fill insulation, do not exceed the cavity width + 10%, as doing so may downgrade the acoustic performance.
Please see Conservation of fuel and power: Approved Document L or Building Standards technical handbook 2016:
domestic for further guidance

Secured By Design
Secured by Design (SBD) is a national police crime prevention initiative that aims to reduce burglary and other crime
using the principles of good design and appropriate physical security. Common requirements include installing
security mesh or plywood to lightweight separating walls to hinder access through the wall.
Please see www.securedbydesign.com for further guidance.

Lifetime Homes
The Lifetime Homes standard requires walls in all bathrooms and WC’s to be capable of firm fixing and support for
future adaptations such as grab rails. In order to achieve this requirement plywood is commonly installed within
partition cavities or as additional lining layer to provide a direct fixing capability.
Please see www.lifetimehomes.org.uk for further guidance.

Service Installations
All service installations should be compliant with their relevant Code of Practice. Where required they should
be installed or adequately protected to prevent them being damaged by drywall screws etc. Ensure all service
penetrations are fully made-good, and that they or the services themselves do not impact on the performance of
the partitions or linings. All fire stopping systems etc must be capable of supporting the drylining systems stated
fire performance.

All guidance provided by Libra Systems within this document is given in good faith and does not create a duty
of care or a contractual relationship between Libra Systems and the recipient. Any guidance provided by
Libra Systems should be used for information only and does not replace advice you receive from other experts
whom you may consult, for example, Architects, Engineers or Surveyors.
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Separating Partitions (Party Walls)
At Libra we have developed twin frame separating
partitions to meet your building requirements. They are
capable of achieving up to 120 minutes fire resistance, and
exceeding the acoustic requirements of ADE or TH5*. It
is also possible to achieve U-Values of 0.0 Wm2k by fully
filling the cavity with Acoustic Partition Roll insulation**.

Detail A

*
*
*
*
**

ADE - DnT,w+Ctr 43 dB for converted buildings
ADE - DnT,w+Ctr 45 dB for new build
TH5 - DnT,w 53 dB for converted buildings
TH5 - DnT,w 56 dB for new build
When specifying the thickness for full fill insulation, do
not exceed the cavity width plus 10%

Detail B

The table below lists the elements of each system and their performances

Detail Ref

Minimum
Partition
Width

1182A

B

1160

APR**

Fire
Resistance
BS 476:
part 22

Acoustics
Rw dB
(Rw+Ctr)

Height
L/240 at
200 Pa

Duty
Rating
BS 5234

2 x 15mm

50mm

120 minutes

66 (58)*

3900*

severe*

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

50mm

90 minutes*

59 (51)

6200

severe

50mm
C Studs
(braced)

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

100mm

90 minutes

63 (55)

6200

severe

60mm
I Studs
(unbraced)

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

100mm

90 minutes*

69 (61)

3900*

severe*

Stud Type

Board Type
EN 520

Board
Layers
(each side)

200mm

60mm I
Studs
(unbraced)

Type D, F, I &
R (impact)

A

200mm

50mm
C Studs
(braced)

1160C

A

250mm

1180C

B

250mm

System
Reference

*These figures may be based on assessment or estimate rather than test, please contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further information
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Separating Partitions (Party Walls)
Installation
1 Install two rows of Libra Standard Tracks to the floor
and soffit. Fix with suitable fasteners at maximum
600mm centres. Where deflection heads are required,
install Libra Deep Tracks to the soffit with plasterboard
strips and an intumescent mastic seal, as shown on the
relevant deflection head detail (4 or 5). Please note;
minimum stud engagement to be 20mm.
2 Install Libra C Studs at abutments to the structure with
suitable fasteners at maximum 600mm centres.
3 Seal the entire perimeter of the frame on both sides
with beads of acoustic / intumescent mastic.
4 Form door openings as shown in details 7 and 8.

Stagger all board joints by minimum 300mm and
stagger board layers at corners to form Z-joints
Install additional framing such as Libra FP70 Flat Fixing
Plate to support horizontal board joints and below
deflection heads.
Ensure all service penetrations and any openings are
suitably sealed to prevent hot gasses entering the
partition cavity.
All areas of the plasterboard linings to be minimum
fire taped to maintain fire and acoustic performances
(including above MF ceilings).

5 Friction fit Libra C or I Studs as required at maximum
600mm centres (reduce to 400mm in tiled areas). Do
not screw or crimp studs to deflection head channels.

Install baffle boxes or suitable putty pads to maintain
the fire and acoustic performances. Avoid installing
back-to-back sockets as this may downgrade the
acoustic performance of the partition.

6 Where Libra C studs are installed brace together (at
maximum 1200mm centres) with offcuts of Libra stud
and wafer head drywall screws (minimum 2 fixings per
junction). Do not brace I studs.

Where plasterboards are lifted off the floor, ensure any
gaps over 5mm are bulk filled with a gypsum based
material.

7 Form service openings and frame out as required.
8 Install cavity insulation, fixed at the head as per
manufacturers recomendations.**
9 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 300mm centres.
Boards to be fixed to their entire perimeter.
** When specifying the thickness for full fill insulation,
do not exceed the cavity width plus 10% as this will
downgrade the acoustic performance
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Notes:

Deflection heads can reduce a partition’s acoustic
performance by 4-5 dB. To reduce this loss to 1-2 dB
you should install angles either side of the head. These
can be omitted where imperforate ceilings are being
installed to that side of the partition.
All additional system components to be manufactured
to the relevant BS EN standard.

Separating Partitions (Party Walls)
1. Base Detail

3. T-Junction
C

B
C

A

D
E
D

2. Internal / External Corners
C

B

B
A Libra standard track
B Libra C or I Studs
C APR insulation fixed at the head
D Mastic seals
E Cross braces where C Studs installed

E
D
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Separating Partitions (Party Walls)
6. Horizontal joints

4. 90 / 120 minute deflection head
I

D
10/30mm
10/30mm

H

max 150mm
10/30mm

horizontal joint option 1

uppermost
board ﬁxing

K
J

K

K

horizontal joint option 2

K

C
B

B

C

E

5. 30 / 60* minute deflection head

B Libra C or I Studs
C APR insulation fixed at the head

G
F

D Mastic seals
D

E Cross braces where C Studs installed
F Plasterboard packers (EN 520 type F - Fire)

10/30mm
10/30mm

G Intumescent mastic seal

H

H Libra Deep Channel

max 150mm
10/30mm

K

I

Plasterboard packers (EN 520 type D,F,I and
R - Impact)

K

J

Plasterboard linings (EN 520 type D,F,I and
R - Impact)

C

K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing

uppermost
board ﬁxing

*

B

E
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Estimated performance

Separating Partitions (Party Walls)
9. Abutment

7. Door opening - Elevation

D
B

150mm

C

K
B

L

A
8

8

E
M
300mm

N

8. Door opening - section

A Libra Standard Track

O

C

B Libra C Studs

E

C APR insulation fixed at the head
D Mastic seals
E Cross braces where C Studs installed
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing
L Lining boards returned around door opening to
form a Z-joint
M Additional pair of fixings 150mm from end of
channel

L

N Floor Channel cut, bent, and twice fixed to the
door stud
N

A

M

B

O Softwood timber liner to provide a fixing ground
for the door lining
Indicates a reference number to another diagram
showing more detail
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Standard Partitions (Internal Walls)
At Libra we have a selection of single frame standard
partitions to meet your building requirements. They are
capable of achieving up to 120 minutes fire resistance and
exceeding the acoustic requirements of ADE*
* ADE - Rw 40 dB for internal partitions

70mm classic - no APR

70mm classic - 25mm APR

Detail A

70mm classic - 25mm APR

70mm classic - no APR

Detail B

Detail C

70mm classic - no APR

Detail D

Detail E

The table below lists the elements of each system and their performances
Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
for discussion
only
do not client's
scale agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
Practice which
detail thepurposes
legal duties
of/clients,

project:

System
Reference

initials:

ML

Detail Ref
date:

drg no:

13/02/2016

Minimum
Partition
Width

70mm classic no APR

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which
for discussion
detail the legal
purposes
dutiesonly
of clients,
/ do notclient's
scale agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

project:

Board
Board Type
Layers
EN 520
(each side)

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which
detail thepurposes
legal duties
of/clients,
for discussion
only
do not client's
scale agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

Stud Type

initials:

date:

ML

13/02/2016

drg no:

initials:

70mm classic 25mm APR

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

ML

date:

13/02/2016

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
for discussion
only
do notclient's
scale agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.
Practice which
detail the purposes
legal duties
of /clients,

Fire
Resistance Acoustics
BS 476:
Rw dB
part
22 / 07713589922
info@marllo.co.uk
project:

project:

drg no:

APR
70mm classic no APR

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

initials:

date:

ML

drg no:

13/02/2016

70mm classic 25mm APR

project:

initials:

ML

Duty
Rating
BS 5234

date:

for discussion purposes only / do not scale

drg no:

13/02/2016

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

1056

A

100mm

70mm C
Studs

Type D
(sound)

1 x 15mm

None

60 minutes

41

3800*

Heavy*

1057

B

100mm

70mm C
Studs

Type A
(standard)

1 x 15mm

25mm

30 minutes

42

3800*

Medium*

1002

C

100mm

50mm C
Studs

Type A
(standard)

2 x 12.5mm

None

60 minutes

42

3400*

Severe*

1003

D

100mm

50mm C
Studs

Type A
(standard)

2 x 12.5mm

25mm

60 minutes

48

3400*

Severe*

1010

E

100mm

50mm C
Studs

Type F (fire)

2 x 12.5mm

None

120 minutes

42*

3000*

Severe*

*These figures may be based on assessment or estimate rather than test, please contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further information
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Height
L/240 at
200 Pa

70mm classic no APR

Standard Partitions (Internal Walls)
Installation
1 Install a single row of Libra Standard Tracks to the
floor and soffit. Fix with suitable fasteners at maximum
600mm centres. Where deflection heads are required,
install Libra Deep Tracks to the soffit with plasterboard
strips and an intumescent mastic seal, as shown on the
relevant deflection head detail (details 4, 5 or 6). Please
note; minimum stud engagement to be 20mm.
2 Install Libra C Studs at abutments. Fix to the structure
with suitable fasteners at maximum 600mm centres.
3 Seal the entire perimeter of the frame on both sides
with beads of acoustic / intumescent mastic.
4 Form door openings as shown in details 7 and 8.
5 Friction fit Libra C Studs at maximum 600mm centres
(reduce to 400mm in tiled areas). Do not screw or crimp
studs to deflection head channels.
6 Form service openings and frame out as required.
7 Install cavity insulation where required, fixed at the
head as per manufacturers recommendations.
8 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 300mm centres.
Boards to be fixed to their entire perimeter.

Notes:
Stagger all board joints by minimum 300mm and
stagger board layers at corners to form Z-joints
Install additional framing such as Libra FP70 Flat Fixing
Plate to support horizontal board joints and below
deflection heads.
Ensure all service penetrations and any openings are
suitably sealed to prevent hot gasses entering the
partition cavity.
All areas of the plasterboard linings to be minimum
fire taped to maintain fire and acoustic performances
(including above MF ceilings).
Install baffle boxes or suitable putty pads to maintain
the fire and acoustic performances. Avoid installing
back-to-back sockets as this may downgrade the
acoustic performance of the partition.
Where plasterboards are lifted off the floor, ensure any
gaps over 5mm are bulk filled with a gypsum based
material.
Deflection heads can reduce a partition’s acoustic
performance by 4-5 dB. To reduce this loss to 1-2 dB
you should install angles either side of the head. These
can be omitted where imperforate ceilings are being
installed to that side of the partition.
All additional system components to be manufactured
to the relevant BS EN standard.
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Standard Partitions (Internal Walls)
1. Base / Head / Horizontal joint

A

3. T-junction

D

Horizontal Joint -

Horizontal Joint -

Option 1

Option 2

B

B
K
B
D
A
A

D

2. Internal / External corners

A Libra Standard Track
B Libra C or I Studs
B

D Mastic Seals
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing

A

14

Standard Partitions (Internal Walls)
6. 90* / 120* minute deflection head

4. Non-fire rated deflection head

G

D
10 - 30mm

max 150mm

D

10 - 30mm

I
H

10 - 30mm

H

10 - 30mm

max 150mm
10 - 30mm

uppermost
board ﬁxing

K

uppermost board ﬁxing

K

K
J
B

B

5. 30 / 60* minute deflection head

B Libra C or I Studs
D Mastic Seals

G
D
10 - 30mm
10 - 30mm

F Plasterboard Packers (EN 520 type F - Fire)
G Intumescent Mastic Seal
H Libra Deep Channel

F
H

max 150mm
10 - 30mm
uppermost
board ﬁxing

K

I

Plasterboard packers (EN 520 type D,F,I and
R - Impact)

J

Plasterboard linings (EN 520 type F - Fire)

K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing
*

Estimated performance

B
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Standard Partitions (Internal Walls)
9. Abutment

7. Door opening - elevation

A
B

150mm

K
B

8

8

D

B

M
300mm

N

8. Door opening - section
O

A Libra Standard Track
B

B Libra C Studs
C APR insulation fixed at the head
D Mastic seals
E Cross braces where C Studs installed
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing
L Lining boards returned around door opening to
form a Z-joint
M Additional pair of fixings 150mm from end of
channel
N Floor Channel cut, bent, and twice fixed to the
door stud

A

M

O Libra C Stud with a softwood timber insert to
provide a fixing ground for the door lining
Indicates a reference number to another diagram
showing more detail
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Shaftwall
At Libra we have developed a selection of Shaftwall
systems to meet your building requirements. They are
capable of achieving up to 120 minutes fire resistance, and
are designed to be built from one side.

Detail A

Detail B

The table below lists the elements of each system and their performances

System
Reference

Detail Ref

Partition
Width

Stud Type

Board Type
EN 520

Board
Layers
(room side)

APR

Fire
Resistance
BS 476:
part 22

Acoustics
Rw dB

Height
L/240 at
200 Pa

Duty
Rating
BS 5234

2222

A

90mm

60mm I
Studs

Type F (fire) /
D, F & H1
(coreboard)

2 x 15mm

None

120**
minutes

41

4500

Heavy*

2220

B

75mm

60mm I
Studs

Type F (fire) /
D, F & H1
(coreboard)

1 x 15mm

None

60 minutes*

39

4200*

Heavy*

* These figures may be based on assessment or estimate rather than test, please contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further information.
** When exposed to fire on the room side this system may not provide the full insulation performance as required. Dispensation should be sought from the specifying
authority on the basis that only non combustible materials are to be installed or stored to the shaft side. Please contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further
information.
Adding 25mm Acoustic Partition Roll insulation to the shaftwall cavity should increase acoustic performance by approximately 4dB.
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Shaftwall
Installation
1 Depending on the required deflection allowance, fix
coreboard packers and an intumescent mastic seal to
Libra Deep or Extra Deep Track, and fix to the soffit
with suitable fasteners at 600mm centres. Please note
minimum stud engagement to be 20mm.
2 Install Libra Standard Track to the floor, fixed with
suitable fasteners at maximum 600mm centres.
3 Install Libra Standard Track at the first abutment and
fix to the structure with suitable fasteners at maximum
600mm centres.
4 Form openings with Libra I Studs, coreboard firestops
and cloaking track as shown in details 6, 7, 13 and 14.
5 Seal the entire perimeter of the frame to the room side
with beads of acoustic / intumescent mastic.
6 Friction fit Libra I Studs at 600mm centres. Do not screw
or crimp studs to deflection head channels.
7 Install coreboard between studs with a bead of sealant
to the stud flange to the shaft side and secure with
Libra Shaftwall Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm
centres.
8 Cut and fold the floor track flange to allow installation
of the final coreboard section and abutment track as
shown in detail 12.
9 Fit coreboard fire stops to deflection heads, above and
below openings and to horizontal joints as shown in
details 2, 3, 7, 10, 13 and 14 (where applicable secure
fire stops with 3 no drywall screws).
10 Where an increased acoustic performance is required,
install insulation to the cavity, secured at the head as
per manufacturers’ recommendations.
11 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 300mm centres.
Boards to be fixed to their entire perimeter.
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Notes:
Stagger all board joints by minimum 300mm and
stagger board layers at corners to form Z-joints.
Install additional framing such as Libra FP70 Flat Fixing
Plate to support horizontal board joints and below
deflection heads.
Ensure all service penetrations and any openings are
suitably sealed to prevent hot gasses entering the
partition cavity.
All areas of the plasterboard linings to be minimum
fire taped to maintain fire and acoustic performances
(including above MF ceilings).
Install baffle boxes or suitable putty pads to maintain
the fire and acoustic performances. Avoid installing
back-to-back sockets as this may downgrade the
acoustic performance of the partition.
Where plasterboards are lifted off the floor, ensure any
gaps over 5mm are bulk filled with a gypsum based
material.
Deflection heads can reduce a partition’s acoustic
performance by 4-5 dB. To reduce this loss to 1-2 dB
you should install angles either side of the head. These
can be omitted where imperforate ceilings are being
installed to that side of the partition.
All additional system components to be manufactured
to the relevant BS EN standard.

Shaftwall
1. Base

3. Head (15mm deflection)
G

D

S

Q

15mm
25mm
H

B

R
P

P

D

D

S

B
Q

2. Head (no deflection)
G

D
H

25mm
A Libra Standard Track
R

B Libra I Studs
D Mastic seals
G Intumescent mastic seal

S
P
B
Q

H Libra Deep Track
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing
P Libra Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm centres
Q Coreboard lining
R Coreboard fire-stop
S 1 or 2 layers of 15mm lining board to EN520 type F
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Shaftwall
4. T-junctions - shaft side

6. Door jamb

D B

P
Q

P
D

S

Q

H

R

A

B

S

5. T-junctions - room side
B

D
A Libra Standard Track
B Libra C or I Studs
D Mastic seals
G Intumescent mastic seal

S

A
P
Q

20

H Libra Deep Track
P Libra Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm centres
Q Coreboard lining
R Coreboard fire-stop
S 1 or 2 layers of 15mm lining board to EN520 type F

Shaftwall
7. Door head

9. Internal corner
A
Q

S

R
P

D
H

S

R

Q

8. External corner

A Libra Standard Track

Q

D Mastic seals
H Libra Deep Track
P Libra Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm centres
Q Coreboard lining

P

R Coreboard fire-stop
S 1 or 2 layers of 15mm lining board to EN520 type F

D

S

A
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Shaftwall
10. Horizontal coreboard joint

12. Abutment (finish)
B
D

B

S

U

D

R

Q

Q

P

T

A

11. Abutment (start)

A Libra Standard Track
B

P

A

B Libra C or I Studs
D Mastic seals
P Libra Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm centres
Q Coreboard lining
R Coreboard fire-stop
S 1 or 2 layers of 15mm lining board to EN520 type F

S

Q

D

T Temporarily fold down flange of floor track to
enable installation of final coreboard and
abutment track
U Libra 19mm x 19mm angle installed between
horizontal joint
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Shaftwall
13. Duct opening section

14. Duct opening plan
Q

S

R

Q

duct or cable tray fire damper may
be required

P

D

H
R

S

B

R

H

duct or cable tray fire damper may be required

R
D

R
Q
P

B Libra C or I Studs
D Mastic seals
H Libra Deep Track
P Libra Retaining Brackets at maximum 600mm centres
Q Coreboard lining
R Coreboard fire stop
S 1 or 2 layers of 15mm lining board to EN520 type F
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Wall Linings
We have two steel framed wall lining systems at Libra.
There is our Wall Channel System (WCS), which consists of
vertical channels fixed back to the structure creating a void
which can be used to overcome surface irregularities and/
or to create a service void. We also have an Independent
Wall Lining System (IWL), which consists of unbraced I
studs boarded to one side only. The benefits of this system
include increased acoustic or thermal performances, as well
as the ability to create service voids of any size.
60mm quiet IWL - full fill APR

60mm quiet IWL - full fill APR

Detail A

Please see some examples of common system specifications
below. (Board linings are usually specified on a
project-by-project basis to enhance the fire / acoustic /
thermal performances of the background). Fire performances
are from room to void only.

70mm classic - 50mm APR

Detail B

The table below lists the elements of each system
Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

for discussion purposes only / do not scale

project:

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

70mm classic - 50mm APR

Detail C

Detail D

for discussion purposes only / do not scale

project:

initials:

ML

date:

drg no:

00/00/2016

initials:

quiet IWL

date:

ML

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

drg no:

00/00/2016

quiet IWL

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

System
Reference

Detail Ref

Lining
Width
(minimum)

System
Type

Board Type
EN 520

Board
Layers

APR

3006

A

60mm

WCS
Channels

Type D
(sound)

2 x 12.5mm

None

60mm

WCS
Channels

Type D
(sound)

2 x 12.5mm

25mm

90mm

50mm
I Studs

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

None

90mm

50mm
I Studs

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

25mm

3007
3040
3041

B
C
D

Fire
Resistance
BS 476:
part 22

Acoustics
Rw dB

Fire and acoustic
performances should be
established by the relevant
project consultants

*These figures may be based on assessment or estimate rather than test, please contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further information.
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Height
L/240 at
200 Pa

Duty
Rating
BS 5234

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2800*

Severe*

2800*

Severe*

Wall Linings
Installation - Wall Channel System (WCS)

Installation - Independent Wall Lining (IWL)

1 Install single rows of Libra FFR11 Track to the floor and
soffit, fixed with suitable fasteners at maximum 600mm
centres.

1 Install a single row of Libra Standard Tracks to the floor
and soffit, fixed with suitable fasteners at maximum
600mm centres. Where deflection heads are required,
install Libra Deep Track to the soffit, with plasterboard
strips and an intumescent mastic seal, as shown on the
deflection head detail (detail 9). Please note, minimum
stud engagement to be 20mm.

2 Set out and mark stud positions at maximum 600mm
centres (reduce to 400mm in tiled areas), and install
Libra WFB195 or WFB295 Brackets, spaced at maximum
800mm centres with suitable fasteners. Leave bracket
legs flat until Libra FR10 Channels installed.
3 Install Libra FR10 Channels into head and base tracks,
aligned with Libra WFB Brackets, and secure to each leg
of the Libra WFB Brackets with 1 no wafer head drywall
screw (any excess bracket leg can be folded back into
the cavity). Where required Libra FR10 Channels can be
extended with Libra FR12 Connectors.
4 Seal the entire perimeter of the frame on the room side
with beads of acoustic / intumescent mastic.
5 Form window or service openings and frame out as
required.
6 Install cavity insulation where required, either fixed
at the head or friction fitted between studs as per
manufacturers’ recommendations.
7 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 300mm centres.

2 Install Libra C Studs at openings and abutments and
fix to the structure with suitable fasteners at maximum
600mm centres.
3 Seal the entire perimeter of the frame on the room side
with beads of acoustic / intumescent mastic.
4 Friction fit Libra I Studs at maximum 600mm centres
(reduce to 400mm in tiled areas). Do not screw or crimp
studs to deflection head channels.
5 Form service openings and frame out as required.
6 Install cavity insulation where required, either fixed
at the head or friction fitted between studs as per
manufacturers’ recommendations.
7 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 300mm centres.
8 Boards to be fixed to their entire perimeter.

8 Boards to be fixed to their entire perimeter.

Notes:
Stagger all board joints by minimum 300mm and
stagger board layers at corners to form Z-joints.
Install additional framing such as Libra FP70 Flat Fixing
Plate to support horizontal board joints.
Ensure all service penetrations and any openings are
suitably sealed to prevent hot gasses entering the lining
cavity.

Deflection heads can reduce a partition’s acoustic
performance by 4-5 dB. To reduce this loss to 1-2 dB
you should install angles either side of the head. These
can be omitted where imperforate ceilings are being
installed to that side of the partition.
All additional system components to be manufactured
to the relevant BS EN standard.

All areas of the plasterboard linings to be minimum
fire taped to maintain fire and acoustic performances
(including above MF ceilings).
Install baffle boxes or suitable putty pads to sockets boxes
etc, to maintain the fire and acoustic performances.
Where plasterboards are lifted off the floor, ensure any
gaps over 5mm are bulk filled with a gypsum based
material.
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Wall Linings
1. WCS base / head / horizontal joint

3. WCS / partition abutment

S

D

V
K
W
D

W

X

S

X

V

C

2. WCS internal / external corners
S

C APR or Frame Batt insulation fixed as per
manufacturers recommendations

K

D Mastic seals
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing

D

S Lining boards as per specification
U Libra 25mm x 25mm Angle
V FF11 Track
W WFB195 or WFB295 Brackets at maximum
800mm centres
X FR10 Channels

X
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C

W

U

Wall Linings
4. WCS door jamb
V

6. WCS forming openings

S

W

C

W

V

V

D

X

S

V

X

5. WCS window reveal

C APR or Frame Batt insulation fixed as per
manufacturers’ recommendations
D Mastic seals
S Lining boards as per specification
U

U Libra 25mm x 25mm angle
V FF11 Track

W
S

C

V

X

W WFB195 or WFB295 Brackets at maximum
800mm centres
X FR10 Channels

U
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Wall Linings
7. IWL base

9. IWL head (with deflection)
G

D

15-25mm

C

F

15-25mm
15-25mm

B

H
uppermost
board fixing

S

B

S

C
D
A

8. IWL head (no deflection)
D

A

A Libra Standard Track
B Libra I Studs
C APR or Frame Batt insulation fixed as per
manufacturers’ recommendations
D Mastic seals

S
B
C
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F Plasterboard packers (EN 520 type F)
G Intumescent mastic seal
H Libra Deep Channel
K Libra Flat Plate to provide uppermost board fixing
S Lining boards as per specification

Wall Linings
10. IWL external corner

12. IWL abutment
C

E

E

S
D

S

B

B
C

11. IWL internal corner
C

E

B Libra I Studs
C APR or Frame Batt insulation fixed as per
manufacturers’ recommendations
D Mastic seals
E Libra C Studs fixed at 600mm centres
S Lining boards as per specification

S

B
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Ceilings
Here at Libra we have several ceiling systems. These include
exposed and concealed grid systems designed to receive
tiles, and where a monolithic appearance is preferred,
we have Metal Furring (MF) and our Ceiling Channel
System (CCS) which are both designed for the direct fix of
plasterboard.

Detail C

60mm quiet IWL - full fill APR

Detail B

Notes: This drawing should be read in conjunction with the relevant sections of the manufacturers current product literature
we would draw your attention to the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 1994 and the Approved Code of
Practice which detail the legal duties of clients, client's agents designers and contractors involved in construction projects.

Detail A

Please see some examples of common system specifications
below. (Board linings are usually specified on a project
by project basis to enhance the fire / acoustic / thermal
performances of the soffit / floors)

Detail D

Detail E

initials:
project:

ML
date:

00/00/2016

info@marllo.co.uk / 07713589922

drg no:

The table below lists the elements of each system.
quiet IWL

System
Reference

Detail Ref

Cavity
Depth
(minimum)

System Type

Board Type
EN 520

Board
Layers

APR

Support
Centres

Primary Bar
Centres

Secondary
Bar
Centres*

4000

A

100mm

MF

Type A
(standard)

1 x 12.5mm

None

1200mm

1200mm

450mm

4000X

B

100mm

MF

Acoustic
Absorber

1 x 12.5mm

None

1200mm

1200mm

300 / 600mm

4019C

C

100mm

MF

Type D
(sound)

2 x 15mm

100mm

1200mm

1200mm

600mm

4040

D

40mm

CCS

Type A
(standard)

1 x 12.5mm

None

1200mm

n/a

450mm

4056

E

40mm

CCS

Type D
(sound)

1 x 15mm

25mm

1200mm

n/a

600mm

* Secondary bar centres, should always be as per plasterboard manufacturers’ recommendations.
Fire and acoustic performances should be established by the relevant project consultants. Test data is available for up to 120 minutes fire protection to steels. please
contact technical@librasystemsuk.com for further information
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Ceilings
Installation - Metal Furring System (MF)

Installation - Ceiling Channel System (CCS)

1 Determine required ceiling height and fix Libra FF20
Edge Trim to the room perimeter with suitable fixings at
maximum 600mm centres.

1 Determine required ceiling height and fix Libra FFR11
Edge Trim to the room perimeter with suitable fixings at
maximum 600mm centres.

2 Set out and mark hanger positions and fix Libra AFB
angle cleats to the soffit with suitable fasteners. Attach
Libra 182 Angles to the cleats with nuts and bolts. Libra
182 Angles can be directly fixed to the soffit, but this
will reduce the SWL by 25%.

2 Set out and mark positions for either Libra WFB195 or
Libra WFB295 brackets and secure them to the soffit
with suitable fasteners. Fold the legs of the brackets
down and mark with the required ceiling level (use Libra
AH119 & AH120 Timber Joist Connectors to install a
CCS ceiling under timber joists).

3 Trim the Libra 182 Angle Hangers to the correct level,
and attach Libra FF30 Primary Channels to the Libra 182
Angle Hangers with 2 no wafer head jack-point screws.
Ensure screws are installed through the hangers into
the Primary Channels. Extend channels with 300mm
offcuts that overlap each side by 150mm. Secure each
side with 2 no wafer head jack-point screws.
4 Install Libra FF10 Furring Runners to the underside of
the Libra FF30 Primary Channels at centres to suit the
board lining, and secure with 2 no wafer head jackpoint screws per junction. Extend Libra FF10 Furring
Runners by overlapping at least 150mm and securing
with 4 no wafer head drywall screws.
5 Where required, lay insulation over the ceiling grid.
Ensure it is adequately supported to prevent loss during
the boarding process.

3 Install Libra FR10 Channels into the Libra FFR11 Edge
Trims, and secure to each leg of the Libra WFB Brackets
with 1 no wafer head drywall screws. Any excess bracket
leg can be folded back into the cavity. Extend Libra FR10
Channels with Libra FR12 Channel Connectors.
4 Where required, lay insulation over the ceiling grid.
Ensure it is adequately supported to prevent loss during
the boarding process.
5 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 230mm centres
(150mm to cut ends). Boards to be fixed to their entire
perimeter. Plasterboard should be fixed perpandicular
to the Libra FR10 Channels, with only bound edges
spanning between bars.

6 Install plasterboard linings as per specification with
suitable drywall screws at maximum 230mm centres
(150mm to cut ends). Boards to be fixed to their entire
perimeter. Plasterboard should be fixed perpandicular
to the Libra FF10 Furring Runners, with only bound
edges spanning between bars.

Notes:
Stagger all board joints by minimum 600mm. For
Acoustic Absorbing liners follow the manufacturers’
recommendations for pattern alignment.
Where ceilings are fire-rated, ensure all service
penetrations and any openings are suitably sealed to
prevent hot gasses from entering the ceiling cavity.
All areas of the plasterboard linings to be minimum fire
taped to maintain fire and acoustic performances.

MF & CCS ceilings are capable of supporting lightweight
services such as lights etc. Cables and pipes etc should
be supported from the soffit rather than the ceiling grid.
Additional framing can be installed to support heavier
services.
All additional system components to be manufactured
to the relevent BS EN standard.

Where access panels are required, ensure they are
capable of maintaining the ceilings fire and acoustic
performances.
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Ceilings
1. MF metal / board layout

3. MF section 2
T

D

max 1200mm

230mm
150mm

1200mm

S

U

W

Y

Z

1200
mm

S

W

U

Y

Z

400 or 600mm
centres depending on
board specification

2. MF section 1
T

D
D Mastic seals
S Lining boards as per specification
T Libra AFB Angle Cleats suitably fixed to the soffit
U Libra 182 Angle Hangers

max 1200mm

W FF30 Primary Channels

max 600mm

Y FF10 Furring Runners
Z FF20 Edge Trim

W
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U

S

Y

Z

Ceilings
4. MF hanger options

SWL of the ceiling is reduced
by 25% when hangers are
fixed directly to the soffit

T

D

option A

C

U

option B

W

Y

S

Z

C Insulation laid over ceiling grid
D Mastic seals
S Lining boards as per specification
T Libra AFB Angle Cleats suitably fixed to the soffit
U Libra 182 Angle Hangers
W FF30 Primary Channels
Y FF10 Furring Runners
Z FF20 Edge Trim
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Ceilings
5. CCS metal / board layout

7. CCS section 2
D

max 600mm
230mm
150mm

1200mm

S

U

X

V

S

U

X

V

400 or 600mm
centres depending on
board specification

6. CCS section 1
D
D Mastic seals
S Lining boards as per specification
U WFB195 / WFB295 brackets, or AH119 / AH120
timber connectors at maximum 1200mm centres

max 1200mm

V FFR11 Track
X FR10 Channels

S
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U

X

V
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Unit E, Halesfield 10, Telford, Shropshire, TF7 4QP
T: 01952 581150 F: 01952 585147 E: enquiries@librasystemsuk.com
www.librasystemsuk.com

